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Abstract

Location-aware messaging offers enormous
possibilities as location tracking systems become more
common and the amount of mobile services grow. The
easiest way for application development  would be to
implement a general location-aware platformbuilding
on existing infrastructures used for tracking and
messaging. Such an approach has to take into account
the limitations in location accuracy and interaction
design. The critical issues for location-aware
applications are end-user needs and acceptance, which
are the factors that ultimately determinate success. In
this study, we chart user expectations of location-aware
push-messaging. We test and compare the design of user
interfaces for location-aware applications. Important
factors concerned are the accuracy of the tracking
system and interaction methods, which take into account
the special requirements imposed by mobile handheld
devices. The approach is to confront the users with the
limitation of such systems, testing the their expectations
and acceptance of the system. The results suggest, that
users are concerned about spam messages, and wish to
have control over the content they receive in order to
limit and personalise the incoming information flow.
Finally, location-aware information related to personal
notes and the scalability are the most commonly
mentioned desirable features for the application.

1. Introduction
Use of location-aware devices, which are able to

detect their location in relation to the environment and
use this information for functional applications, is under
intense research and expected to become one of the
common features in future technology. They form a
subgroup within more general context-aware devices and
offer great potential both to enhance the features of
existing applications and to create new ones (Want &
Schilit, 2001).

 Due to the altering usage scenarios in varying places,
mobile handheld devices offer a intuitive platform for
location-aware applications. Location-based messaging
offers a possibility to provide the user with information

that is essential at a particular point (Abowd, Atkeson,
Hong, Long, Kooper & Pinkerton, 1997), presence
notifications (Schmidt, Stuhr & Gellersen, 2001), or to
define location-dependent behaviour of the device
(Mäntyjärvi & Seppänen, 2003).

As the tracking systems become more accurate and e-
and mobile service become more common, location-
based messaging is an expected future trend (Want &
Schilit, 2001). Discount offers, opening hours
information, advertisement of forthcoming happenings,
lunch menu choices, and service availability status are
examples of informationthat would have potential value
when transmitted to the by-passing people. The
possibilities for potential marketing are enormous, and
one can expect heavy load in terms of incoming data for
such location-based communication devices.

At the same time, with increasing possibilities made
available to the user, (s)he still has to remain in charge
of the information receiving device and to be able to
understand and interpret the incoming data (Mäntyjärvi
& Seppänen, 2003). Users must be able to pick up the
interesting messages without getting annoyed by
unnecessary information overflow. A user’s willingness
to receive any location-based information may vanish
altogether, if (s)he cannot distinguish between relevant
and irrelevant information. In addition to push-
messaging, where the message is send automatically
when entering a certain location, without any actions
required from the user, a location-based messaging
system can be designed to support user controlled
information queries. However, the same requirements for
data filtering and information presentation remain.
Because of the small display size and limited input
functionalities of mobile handheld devices, the selection
and visualisation of the information needs special
concern.

The accuracy that can be achieved with positioning
technology can have a significant effect on the reliability
and usability of location-aware applications, and
therefore is critical from the users’ point of view
(Burrell, Gay, Kubo & Farina, 2002).

As with context-aware devices in general, interaction
design in location-aware application becomes critical
since poor design may give rise to annoying or privacy
violating issues (Erickson, 2002). Applications which
tend to disturb users with unnecessary messages or
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interrupt their  primary tasks do not meet the goals of
smart devices, which should offer improved usability
and flexibility. Moreover, users may not tolerate the
sharing of their current location or give information
about their current activities. For application design,
these features may become crucial from the point of user
acceptance.

So far, not much attention has been devoted to
usability issues related to the application and user
interface design of location-aware messaging systems.
The aim of this study was to map user expectations and
ideas about location-based messaging on a handheld
mobile device, and examine their behaviour and attitudes
by introducing an imaginary user interface for such
applications.

The focus of this study was to find out user
expectations and acceptance of location-based context-
aware applications on mobile handheld devices, when
the exact location of the user can not be determined
accurately. The objective of the research was to chart user
feedback for two goals. Firstly, the impact of inaccurate
and varying resolution in the location recognition was
charted, and secondly, a preliminary application layout
for next phase research, including demonstrator
prototype design, was studied. Moreover, the
assumption used was the operation in a general city
environment, where the messaging was not focused on
certain tasks but in general manner. This approach was
selected to chart user expectations and opinions of
location-aware push-messaging occurring in arbitrary
situations, where the messaging does not necessary
coincide with the goals of the user.

This study is structured as follows. First, an
overview of the background and the context for this
study is presented in section 2. In section 3, the research
problems are stated in detail and the methodology used
in the research is explained. Section 4 describes each
research question in detail, presenting results for each
case. This is followed by the system level results in
section 5. Finally, a discussion and conclusions of the
research are presented.

2. Location Tracking
One of the key problems with location-awareness is

the level of accuracy that can currently be achieved with
position tracking systems. Global Positioning System
(GPS) (Caplan, 1996) currently is the standard system
used for outdoor applications. The current level of
accuracy of available GPS devices is in the range of a
few tens of metres. The accuracy of GPS can be
increased to several metres using add-ons such as
differential GPS (DGPS). Unfortunately, this level of
accuracy cannot typically be achieved in urban areas,
most notably the central business districts (CBDs) of
large cities. The reason for this is the fact that GPS
derives its location information from timing signals sent
by satellites. The knowledge about the exact position of
each received satellite and the time difference in signal
arrival is used to calculate the current position. Any
inaccuracy in either information leads to a deviation of
the measured position from the real position. The high-

rise buildings typically found in the CBDs of cities not
only obscure a significant part of the sky, but also reflect
the satellite signals, leading to a different travel distance
for these signals. As a result, the location information
becomes degraded or even unusable if an insufficient
number of satellites can be received at the same time.
This problem becomes even more stringent indoors, in
shopping malls, for instance, where no satellite signals
can be received.

An alternative to using satellite signals or installing
expensive, dedicated positioning hardware (Bahl, 2000;
Want, Hopper, Falcao & Gibbons, 1992) is to use
existing mobile and wireless technology. Telecom
companies typically have access to very accurate
positioning information on any mobile phones
connected to their networks (Åkerblom, 2000). This
information is not normally available to location-aware
applications, mainly because of security and privacy
concerns. Currently, there are several efforts underway to
utilise other types of wireless networks, such as 802.11b
Wireless Ethernet (WiFi) for location tracking purposes
(Caffery, 1998; Ladd, Bekris, Marceau, Rudys, Wallach
& Kavraki, 2002). Accuracy levels down to a few metres
have been achieved in office environments using wireless
signal propagation modelling algorithms (Savarese,
Rabaey & Langendoen, 2002).

2.1. Context-Awareness Mobile
Applications

Location-aware information del ivery and
communication has been under investigation for both
purely location-sensitive applications and more general
context-aware applications, where location is usually
considered just as one of the elements among possible
information sources (Schilit, Hilbert & Trevor, 2002).
The studies in the field have focused on both indoor and
outdoor environments, where the application has to meet
different demands and goals of the corresponding
environment. There have been a number of studies and
demonstrations concerning location-aware mobile
applications such as shopping assistants and tour guides
(Abowd et al., 1997; Bohnenberger, Jameson, Kruger &
Butz, 2002; Davies, Chevrest, Mitchell & Efrat, 2001),
including recently introduced tour guide offered to the
visitors of Tate museum, London.

Earlier studies have introduced two different
approaches of employing location-based services or
applications. The first one concerns a pre-defined
framework, where the user attempts to achieve some
specified goal, or the device is used to support actions
related to some particular topic in a limited
environment, e.g. in a museum or shopping mall. These
cases include, for instance, location-aware navigation
support towards the shop the user has received an
electronic discount coupon for (Duri, Cole, Munson &
Christensen, 2001), or route planning within a mall
according to the user’s shopping list (Bohnenberger e
al., 2002). With these kinds of applications, the user’s
intention is assumed to be known, and the device is
designed to support help in this specific, predefined
problem.
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The second approach is to design location-aware
applications from a more user-centric viewpoint, where
the application is operating more with individual data.
One example of this is to apply a user’s personal
information, such as reminders or calendar notes, and
use them when creating location-based messages to the
user, as with  CybreMinder (Dey & Abowd, 2000).
Another approach is to employ a system,  where the
device observes the user’s behaviour and learns to adapt
to the manner which is perceived to be useful at a certain
location as was done with the comMotion system
(Marmasse & Schmandt, 2000).

A large number of existing studies make  use of
additional web-based services, as e.g. with the
CybreMinder application, where user can define location-
sensitive reminders (Dey & Abowd, 2000). The problem
with these approaches is that they typically make good
use of large screen and desktop-like browser interfaces,
but they are not very well suited to mobile handheld
devices. Our study concentrates on fully mobile usage
scenarios, where the user interacts only with her/his
mobile handheld device. We believe this assumption is
more  relevant, as the flexibility and ease of use are key
factors in applications targeting large user groups. So
far, not much attention has been devoted to user interface
design and interaction methods for location-aware
applications.

2.2. Location Awareness in a City
Environment

In this study, we approach the topic from a more
generic viewpoint, where unpredicted and non-specified
location-based messaging  is examined in relation to
user expectations and interaction design. We study a
case, where user does not have a specific goal in mind,
but gets push-messaging information while walking in a
city. Our assumption is that messaging is carried out in
already existing infrastructures, i.e. there is no need for
special equipment just for positioning other than what is
already incorporated into the device the user has and the
surrounding infrastructure. Thus, we aim to approach the
topic from the accuracy limits imposed by the existing
location technology.

Unlike with more strictly specified applications,
where the UI can be optimised to the specific application
under consideration, a more generic approach needs
flexibility to maintain its usefulness under varying
situations, but also simplicity to remain understandable
and quick to operate with. Simple and natural dialogue
and efficiency in use are important usability issues,
especially when the user is likely to perform multiple
tasks simultaneously or still wants to have undisturbed
social interaction while using the device, e.g., when
using a mobile phone.

3. Methodology

3.1. Research Problem
The objective of the research was to study location-

aware messaging with a mobile device from a user’s

point of view.  We inspected user expectations in
location-aware messaging, what kind of information
people expect, and how they assume the application
would work by gathering subjective opinions from
people. The question under specific concern was the
required resolution for location-awareness in a city
environment: the need for visualisation of accuracy in
the location information.

The questions were designed to take into account the
limitations in accuracy with current tracking technology,
the unfocused character of push-messaging, and
restrictions imposed by a small screen size and
interaction interfaces and methods in handheld mobile
devices. The research method and the tasks were chosen
to gain information about the users’ opinions, attitudes,
and preferences as well as the relevance of received
information, and its presentation within the application.

3.2. Subjects
Eight persons, 5 male and 3 female, participated on

the test. The age of subjects was 20-50 years, and they
represented various fields and nationalities. Six of the
subjects reported to own a mobile phone, one owned a
PDA and  three owned a laptop computer.

Participants were asked to fill in a background
information sheet, where, in addition to the previously
mentioned information, their subjective opinion about
the use of different communication or computing
applications was asked. All subject reported to use
computer and internet, two subjects used also chat
services, and two were involved with computer or
console games.

3.3. Test Set-Up
The study was carried out in the form of an interview,

which included also paper prototyping. The interviews
were held in an office type environment, as a table was
needed for presenting the material. Each interview was
done in a place familiar to the subject, e.g. their home or
office. The questions were predefined and asked in the
same order with each subject. No given alternatives for
answers were provided, and the subjects were asked to
answer the questions in their own words. All questions
were assisted with material to visualise or focus the
question, e.g. an imaginary map or drawing of the UI
layout. Each interview lasted approximately for an hour.

In the beginning of the interview, the subject was
explained the concept under investigation and the initial
conditions, i.e. the imaginary situation that (s)he was in
a city with a mobile phone, which was receiving
informative, location-sensitive messages from the
environment. The subject was encouraged to speak
aloud, and (s)he was explained that there were no right
or wrong answers, but that all information gained from
the session was valuable.

The experiment had three major parts. First, a general
idea of location aware messaging was discussed by
approaching the topic with an example imaginary
environment. Second, the aspects of the application
layout were examined. Third, interaction with the
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application and information filtering options were
studied. In the following, the experiment is explained in
detail in the order it was executed.

4. Experiment

4.1. City View
First, the user was shown an imaginary city view,

presented in Figure 1. The subject was asked to describe
what kind of messages (s)he would expect; when and in
what kind of series (s)he expected the information to
appear; and how (s)he thought the phone would indicate
that information was received. No selections nor options
for answers were given.

Figure 1. Imaginary city view considered in
interview.

4 .1 .1 .  Results
The subjects strongly indicated potential commercial

use of the LA messaging. All eight subjects expected
advertisements, and six of them mentioned this as the
very first issue during the interview. Five out of eight
subjects expressed the advertisement with negative
words, e.g. by using word junk mail, spam or giving
straight opinions, e.g.: “Adds, lots of adds. That would
be terrible!” Four subjects mentioned time-related
information: opening hours, current exhibitions, and
train timetables. Six subjects specified one or more
buildings or areas from the map, which they used as
example. Most commonly, these were the parking hall
(4 times), cinema, tourist information, railway station
and sports shop (3 times each).

In addition to generic messages targeted to large user
groups, which were mentioned by all subjects, two
subjects suggested personal messaging related to
location, e.g. “The phone would tell me when my car is
running out of money in the parking hall”. In addition,
one subject proposed to use the location information for
geographical orientation in the city.

Five subjects were expecting the messages from
sources in the whole street to come at once, one when a
target was passed by, and one subject expected it to

arrive when the shop was entered. One subject
suggested, that (s)he would have to request the
information before it was sent to the device.

Most commonly, subjects assumed the phone to give
auditory indication of the reception of  location-aware
messages. The messaging was quite strongly associated
with SMS text messaging, e.g.: “Phone beeps that a
location message was received, and then you open it.”

At this stage, a somewhat negative intonation could
be found across the answers, as the replies were often
associated with annoying features of digital messaging.
The subjects used e.g. expressions such as “the phone is
crying out all the time.”

4.2 .  Application Layout / Information
Presentation

4.2 .1 .  Symbols
As a second part of the experiment, a screen layout

corresponding to the previous city view was introduced,
and the user was asked to interpret it. After that, the
meanings of the symbols were presented and user was
asked to comment on them. The screen layout and
symbols are illustrated in Figure 2.

The messages shown on the device’s user interface
were divided into four categories. First, commercial and
non-commercial information messages were
distinguished. In addition to them, personal reminders
and notes set by another private person were included.

Colours were selected to distinguish between park
(green) and buildings (grey), within which the railway
station was coloured differently (orange).

Figure 2. Application symbols indicating
location-aware messages.

4 .2 .2 .  User’s location
Next, the visualisation of a user’s location on the

map was considered. Four options were presented to the
subject, each having different representations for user
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location information: a dot, a probability distribution, a
circle, and none (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Alternative presentations of
users location.

The subject was explained that the accurate location
identifier may not be stable because of the limitation of
the location tracking technology: “If the ID point was
jumping without you moving, how would you feel? This
may happen because of the accuracy of location tracking
systems are not good enough. For instance, if a car
drove past you, your location marker, a small dot,
could jump to the other side of the road without you
moving at all.”

The user was asked to select the best option and
comment on it. Then (s)he was asked to estimate how
important the location information was.

4.2 .3 .  Presentation of Textual Information
After that, the user was asked to compare different

layouts of user’s location visualisation and messaging
information presentation and to choose the one they
preferred.  The options included a white background text
box appearing on the screen next to the active icon; the
same presentation was shown with a semi-transparent
text box; a screen-wide text box on the upper part of the
map, and a layout where a screen-wide text box was
placed below the map, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Alternative presentation styles
for textual information.

4 .2 .4 .  Results
All subjects recognised the map was describing the same
area as in the city view in Figure 1. The symbol “i” was
regarded  as an information sign by everyone. The
symbol selected for personal reminders was commented
on to remind them of a  warning sign by five subjects.
Dividing the non-commercial and commercial
information was regarded to be a good thing, but
subjects expressed their concern about where to draw the
line in between them. When the symbols were explained
to the subjects, they generally agreed with them. Two
subjects asked for a ‘you are here’ symbol. Critics was
addressed to symbol choices for the personal reminder,
which was felt to be too alerting (4 users), although all
subjects reported the feature itself with positive
comments. Public notes received the most of the
spontaneous comments. It was regarded as a public
notice board, but subjects were concerned about people
using it as a means for sending spam messages. No
comments were made regarding the colours selected to
distinguish the park area and railways station from other
areas. The symbol of rails indicating a railway station
was mentioned by two subjects. All subjects agreed that
different types of messages should be identified with
different icons, as they would like to know with a quick
look, which kind of information was available in
relation to different location, commenting e.g. that “It is
more important to see at first glance what is interesting
than to get large amount of information.”

The subjects unanimously agreed that the user’s
location should be shown on the map, and the circle was
selected as the best visualisation by the largest number
of the subjects (4). The results and comments are
presented in Table 1. The explanation of instability in
case of a small dot clearly had an impact on the subjects’
answers. Seven out of eight subjects had a negative
opinion about an unnecessarily moving spot, as it was
regarded as annoying (4), confusing (2) or ridiculous (1).

Opinions differed about how important it was to
show the user location accurately, as 1 subject regarded
it as very important, 3 a somewhat important and  4 not
very important. The latter ones gave reasons “I can
locate myself, I know where I am”,  “I would only need
that in a new city”, “It would be nice, but I don’t know
about its necessity” and “I don’t see the value if you are
just 5 meters away form the shop – it just doesn’t
matter”. Four subjects mentioned, that the preferred
accuracy depended on the context where the user is, e.g.
“depends on which road you are on and how you are
moving”. The situation when the accuracy was felt more
important were new place, when lost and in city.

One subject mentioned that user’s orientation in
respect to the environment should be shown to indicate
which direction (s)he was facing. The opinions about
textual information presentations were very much
divided in between the options 2 and 3 in Figure 4,
getting 4 and 3 votes, respectively. One subject regarded
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the option 1 the best. The arguments used for option 3,
where the text box is opened next to the active icon,
referred that with this solution the screen layout was
clear to interpret and user’s focus was led to the text.
The rationales for choosing option 2, where the text is
presented below the map layout, included such as “it
does not take space on the map” and “one can still see
all other options”. One subject commented that the
layout was comfortable because (s)he associated it with a
television screen. Again, the scalability issue was risen,
as one subject suggested scroll bars to access to the other
parts of the city map.

4.3. Interaction with an Application

4.3 .1 .  Tasks
The user interaction with the device was studied by

letting the user perform predefined tasks with a paper
prototype. Application windows and their hierarchical
structure are illustrated in Figure 5.

The application main window was shown to the
subject and (s)he was asked to perform two tasks: a. To
find out information about the parking hall, and b. to
check and delete a to-do note “Buy running shoes”,
assuming that the devices have a touch screen. The
intention was to get the subject
to click on a particular icon, when a message text box
was opened on the screen as in Figure 4, layout 3.
Selecting the reminder opened a text box “Buy running
shoes” accompanied with  edit and delete buttons.

Table 1. Subjects’ selections for the best
indication of user location.

As the second part of interaction study, a Filtering
function was introduced. “By employing filtering, you
are able to select which kind of location messages you
want to be shown on your device. The filter application
is entered by clicking the Filter on the lower part of the
main window.” When the Filter window was accessed,
the Personal Preferences check box in the list was
pointed out to the subject. Subjects were asked to write
a list of their own preferences, a list of topics they
would like to get messages about.

After that, the Personal preferences window (Fig. 5)
was shown to the subject. The subjects was asked to do
the following tasks by using the application windows
illustrated in Figure 5:

1 .  Apply filtering, which shows only non-
commercial information and personal
preferences

2. Apply filtering, which shows only messages
related to restaurants and pubs

3 .  Apply filtering, which shows information
about movies and concerts

The first task was defined straightforward and easy to
complete, but tasks 2 and 3 required and interpretation
of the options given in the user interface. These tasks

were deliberately selected in order to receive comments
and track subjects’ rationale when they made decisions
for completing the task. Subjects were again advised to
talk aloud about their actions.

Figure 5. Application windows in
hierarchical order: Main window, Filter

window, and Personal Preferences
window.

4 .3 .2 .  Results
Interacting with the user interface with point-and-click

was immediately used by six subjects, whereas one

Presentation Users Comments

1. Dot 2 ‘Still the best I think, but depends
on how much it was moving’
‘This is enough - I would construct
the probability distribution or
circle in my head’
‘First I thought this one was the
best, but if it keeps jumping, I
prefer the circle.’

2. Probability
distribution

2 ‘Better than the circle, because it is
more clear on the screen’
‘Most important thing is to be
stable’

3. Circle 4 ‘The clearest’,
‘Visual’
‘I like this the most. It should
move when I move’

4. None 0 ‘Clearly the worst’
‘Very bad’
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subject was looking for a navigation tool and one
expected to exit the map layout window before getting
to the messages.

After completing the first task, i.e. finding
information about the parking hall, all subjects were able
to open the personal reminder as a second task. The
personal reminder was showing several opinions.
Selecting the personal reminder to be linked to the sport
shop gave rise to questions such as “Why would I want
to go to the sports shop to buy running shoes?” ,“If I
didn’t buy the thing now, would the reminder go off
every time I pass a sport shop?” and “I would like to
set a note that here’s a place to buy it, but check the
prizes in some different place as well” The functionality
of personal reminders was also considered: “I assume
that I deleted the reminder on the screen but not the to-
do note.”

The results for the user defined options for Personal
preferences are presented in Table 2, ordered according
to their frequency. Two subjects used adjectives such as
free, cheap or reasonable-prize  added on settings.

Table 2. Subjects’ definitions for desired
information.

Category Users
Transport location 4
Bank, ATM 3
Restaurants, eating 3
Bars 2
Car parking 2
Concerts 2
Police 2
Phone boxes 2
Transport timetables 2
Special shops 2
Transport timetables 2
Accommodation, hotels 1
Department stores 1
Movies 1
My destination 1
Parks 1
Public toilets, water taps 1
Sport events 1
Tourist information 1

4.4.  General Questions
At the end of the interview, the subject was asked

general questions related to the topic in question.

1.  Would you like to be able to select which
kind of information to receive?

2. From which distance range would you like
to get location-related messages?

3 .  Would you like to set location sensitive
notes for yourself, or to use Personal
Reminder type of application, where your
notes are related to location information?

4. What do you think about setting the public
location sensitive notes?

The answers are presented in the following Section,
together with other system level results.

5. System Level Results
There is a clear trend in the subjects’ answers to ask

for selected information. All subjects strongly agreed
with the need for filtered information delivery and
desired personalised profiles with respect to receiving
information, some being very selective in their choices.

Concerns related to public note setting were
mentioned by all subjects. It was regarded as a potential
feature for misuse, spam, and information flooding. The
answers included statements such as “It would be
annoying if just anybody could write to my phone”,
“What’s the use of that? Street musician John is
playing here? This would mean an awful flood of
messages, right?” and “There are so many people,
which means there would be lots of stuff. And many
people write down lots of crap.”  However, three
subjects mentioned that it would be a nice feature if you
could select the receiving user group, e.g. friends. “I
could set a note to my friends that I’m going to go to
see the movie here at six o’clock if someone wanted to
join me.”

Contrary to the public notes, the setting of a user’s
own location-aware notes was regarded as useful idea by
all subjects. Features related to this issue were
suggesting the creation and saving of user defined notes,
and having a history of received location messages to be
looked up later. All subjects thought the personal
reminders integrated with location information would
have value as an application. There were concerns,
however, that the reminders would wrongly estimate
user’s desires, and thus become more irritating than
valuable: “If the reminder went off every time it saw a
certain type of shop, I would go crazy.”

A popular use strategy mentioned by subjects was to
use location-awareness for searching for something, e.g.
a bank, taxis, or tourist information. This was raised
indirectly, with expressions using the words closest or
most popular, e.g. “I would like to know where is the
closest ATM” or “Tell me, which is the most popular
bar in the area.” and directly, as Search feature was
suggested by three subjects.

One suggested messaging topic was information
related to life style issues, e.g. what kind of people went
to which club. This aspect was visible also in some
answers relating to information filtering, e.g.: “I would
like to know about concerts, but not just any concerts –
just the ones of the music I like”.

Subjects’ opinions strongly suggested a flexibility in
defining the area the location information was shown in.
Six of them wanted to have a changeable accuracy or
zooming option, answering e.g. “You should have a
zoom, from one kilometre down to a street range”,
“Sometimes you need kilometres, sometimes a district,
so it should be flexible” and “As large as possible,
with option to zoom in and out.”  The remaining two
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subjects wished location range of “the whole city” and
“full range, so that you know where to go”.  

6. Discussion
Generally, the issue of spam messaging and possibility
for disturbing was clearly highlighted in the answers. A
noticeable result is that informative or supportive
messaging was less frequently suggested as a likely
outcome than the advertisement. Results indicate that
the negative sides of digital messaging are commonly
recognised. People have become familiar with the down
sides of enormous information flow, and want to control
the amount and content of the received data. This poses
challenges to application designers and service providers,
as the added value the application can offer becomes a
very critical factor. Gathered answers such as “I don’t
want an artificial replacement of common sense”, “I
don’t want to be constantly disturbed” and “I assume I
was forced to be informed, as the phone would be
beeping all the time” suggest that requirements utilised
by end-users with location-aware devices must be
seriously considered in order to deliver user-friendly
outcomes.

The users’ desire for personalised messaging and
information delivery was clearly an issue. All subjects
had a desire to be able to select the delivered content.
When asked to describe that freely, the responses
included rather specific options, and the variety of
information wished for was rather large. The given
suggestions also indicate, that subjects’ wishes were
rather strongly need-driven, in contrast to so called “fun
features”, as transportation timetables and public services
were highly rated. However, subjects were interested in
information related to their lifestyle, which gives
potential for location-based services and mobile
commerce applications.

 In addition to information filtering, the flexibility of
use with regard to information presentation strongly
suggested that map scalability needs to be implemented
in the application. The possibility to zoom the view and
change the detail level were regarded as valuable features
in the use of the device, as the subjects assumed to have
different needs in different situations. Orientation in a
city and locating services played a remarkable role, as
subjects expressed their desire to look for information
not shown by just looking around in real world. The
results suggest that the possibility to search and have a
look at their location and to orientate and move in the
city map were often more valued than information from
the immediate surroundings. The need for a Search
function was indicated, and from the results, it can be
derived that it is regarded as a very important features in
this type of applications.

The subjects indicated that they were concerned about
the possibility that the device might interpret user’s
intentions erroneously and become annoying. This is
consistent with findings by Cheverst, Davies, Mitchell
and Efstratiou (2001), where some users were frustrated
that the context-aware tourist guide did not show some
attractions on a map just because they happened to be

closed at that particular time. A similar reaction was
received here, when a subject was guided to a sports
shop (s)he did not want to go to. This is an expected
effect when a device’s decision making logic contradicts
with the user’s decision, mental state, preferences, or
habits.

With regard to visualisation of the user’s current
location, a stable, symbolic presentation was preferred
over a physically accurate but non-stable one.  The level
of importance of location information resulted in divided
opinions, and was felt to be more critical in new,
unknown environments.

7. Conclusions
We have conducted a study which charted end-user

expectations and opinions on a location-aware push
messaging system for mobile handheld devices in a city
environment. The study consisted of interviews and
paper prototyping. It was designed to take into account
the limited accuracy of tracking systems as well as the
restrictions of the mobile hand-held devices, i.e. small
display and limited input methods. These assumptions
must be considered when designing location-aware
applications that are expected to meet the needs of the
end-user.

The results highlight the users’ concern about heavy
advertisement, which was expected to be a significant
use of these applications. People clearly expressed their
desire to have control over the content and amount of the
information they receive. People expected to have the
ability to filter the incoming information in order to
meet their individual preferences, and personalization
was highly valued.

People’s strategies when utilising location-awareness
included numerous references to the capability to search
for information, and results suggest that push-messaging
alone may not offer the desired level of extra value, but
should be accompanied with a search functionality.
Users’ expectations of their needs were more related to
the ability obtain information about the overall
environment and guide them to some destination, rather
than to get information about the immediate
surroundings.

Scalability in information presentation was strongly
supported, as people assumed to have different needs in
different usage situations. A zooming option was
suggested for map presentations.

Taking into account the accuracy limitations of
location tracking, we proposed the user’s location to be
visualised as a probability distribution or a larger circle,
which represented the user’s location less accurately but
also with less jitter. People preferred to have a stable
presentation style, and generally accepted less accurate
information about their exact location. Thus, we believe
this approach offers a usable presentation style for
applications.

Location dependent personal notes and reminders
were regarded as a useful feature, which was felt to have
value for the users. Personal information integrated with
location information was considered to be useful both in
a sense of setting people’s own location-based notes or
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the ones resulting from a device’s decision making
logic. However, additional care must be taken when
designing such a decision making logic, as wrong
decisions will result in disturbance and inconvenience
for the user. Other valued features included a history
feature, storing old location-aware messages, and an
ability to save location dependent information for later
perusal.

Future work includes the implementation of a
demonstrator for a location-aware handheld device in a
city environment based on the results of this study,
where the positioning is done with existing location
tracking systems such as GPS, and to study the
usability implications of the achievable accuracy in
location dependent messaging.
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